QY80K FULL HYDRAULIC TRUCK CRANE

The Series of Construction Crane
- All-Terrain Crane Series
- Truck Crane Series
- Crawler Crane Series

最大起重量
Max. Total Rated Lifting Load
80t

主臂最大起升高度
Full-extend Boom Lifting Height
44.8m

副臂最大起升高度
Full-extend Boom+Jib Lifting Height
60.8m
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徐工集团是中国领先的工程车辆制造商，主要生产挖掘机、起重机、装载机、压路机等设备。QY80K是徐工集团的一款全液压汽车起重机，适用于各种复杂的施工环境。其强大的起升能力和灵活的操作性使其在建筑、桥梁、道路施工等领域广泛应用。
QY80K is designed as a 5-axle crane carrier with single engine, and the chassis has strong pass-ability. The engine is electronic-controlled injection engine with two operation control modes, environmental protection and high efficiency. The oviform boom profile contributes prominent lifting performance for half and fully extended boom section. The combination of fixed counterweight and self-assembled counterweight and 2-section outrigger increase the crane overall lifting performance. The whole machine still holds the K series crane features, compact arrangement for each part, reasonable layout, good-looking appearance and ergonomically design.
Combination of New Technology and New Techniques of K Series Crane

The hydraulic system is constant output variable displacement system, high work efficient and energy saving.

Centralized Lubrication System

The electronic-controlled injection engine with two operation control modes, 315kW output for crane travel drive and only 180 kW output for crane lifting operation.

The smart and highly suspended arc type counterweight.

The overall sense is stronger and the overall quality is superior.

The counterweight is self-assembly and with 3 type of combination.

The ergonomically and considerate design, beautiful shape and with good soundproof effect.

The 5-axle crane counter has excellent passibility.

The quality of lifting system is incomparable.